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OLD
P. C. GAME WILL OPEN
GRID SEASON SATURDAY
New Tiger Team Almost Ready
for Bluestockings; Clinton
Team Primed
The lair of the Tiger is all aroai
with the prospect of the opening
football game against P. C. Saturday. Not since the Auburn game
year before last has Tigertown been
so enthused and stirred up over
the first game of the year.
On
A Riggs Field at 3:30 P. M. Saturday the clash will be called.
H. .1. Stegeman, Georgia's veteran
Urector of athletics, will officiate
at the game. Probably one of the
largest crowds of the season will
witness this gruelling contest, for
a great deal of doubt seems to exist
in the minds of South Carolina fane
as to its outcome.
The supporters of the Bluestockings will float from far and near,
and naturally the Clemson cohorts
of the Purple and Gold will gather
on their own field.
P. C. has been stirred to a pitch
over Clemson, and the Tigers of
course will have no such happenings
Both sides can't be awarded the deision, but both can see their teams.
put up a never-ceasing fight. Th&
Bluestockings will fight this year
as in the past and the Tigers will
bleed and die before they yield an
inch.
Squad Improves
The Clemson varsity squad has
shown marked improvement in the
last few days, and by the end- of
the week it should be a comparatively smooth running machine. The
line is husky, and the backs are
showing much speed.
In the P.
C. game, the Clemson eleven, for
the most part inexperienced, will be
given their first test under fire.
The Corps of Cadets is behind
the team to a man, and the team
will respond to every cheer.
So
beware, Bluestockings.
_ It is impossible to say definitely
what the line-up for Clemson will
be. Coach Saunders or Coach Gillam, neither knows himself.
So
(Continued on page 6)

SENIORS ELECT MEN
TO SIT IN COUNCIL
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AGRICULTURAL HALL BEING
BDILT AS LIB RARY BUILDING

Old Tigers to Rally to Lair on
Day of Auburn Football
Classic

THE INVITATION
" 'Tis sweet to hear the watch dog's honest bark
Bay deep-mouthed welcome as we draw near
home,
'Tis sweet to know there Is an eye will mark
Our coming, and look brighter when we come."

Actual construction" work on the
library building, formerly Agricultural Hall, which was destroyed by
fire last spring, will begin the coming week, according to one of the
officials in charge of the work. To
date the workmen have
busied
themselves with tearing down some
of the old walls, removing rubbish
from the interior of the building,
and otherwise preparing the building for reconstruction.
Only the outside walls of the old
Agricultural Hall will be utilized
for the new structure, which, when
completed, will be fireproof thruout.
Prof. Rudolph E. Lee, head of the
drawing division, at Clemson, is the
architect for the new building,
while C. M. Guest, of Anderson, is
contractor.
One feature of the library building wil be the arrangement of the

book shelving, which wil be patterned after the same arrangement in
use in the Congregational Library
at Washington. Tiers of steel shel?
ing are designed to be erected from
the ground for three full building
floors in height without any intermediate building floors, these being supplied by a system of slate
slabs that will be fastened to th&
uprights of the shelving at any intermediate point. Thus the actual
number of floors can be changed as
desired and the ordinary three flooi
building can in this department b&
made five floors in height or one
floor.
It is expected that the building
will be completed early next year.
It will also be used to house the
agricultural department until a new
Agricultural Hall can be erected,
which, college officials hope, will
be at an early date.
—T. F. A.

Come back home and see Th<>
Tiger come forth from his lair to
do a battle royal. Come back to
see the fine litter of whelps littered in '25. Come back again to hear
the Tiger growl and the whelpi
yell. It will do you good to rene-*
your spirit. Has the summer been
hot and debilitating? A Tiger yell
number of votes were chosen to
will make your nerves tingle and Sophomores Hold Primary;
run in the final election which is
your heart thrill, will dispel the
Final Election to Follow to be held at a later date. The
gloom and strengthen you for yout
candidates who remain in the race
own battles. Take a day off and
are as follows:
feel again "the sheer joy of living."
For president: J. R. Rutledge and
Members of the Sophomore class
E. W. Sikes, President..
yesterday voted in their first formal A. P. Wylie. Vice President: C. E.
Clemson College, S. C.
election, conducted by secret ballot. Britt and A. C. Link.
Secretary
Only the primary election was held, and treasurer: J. C. Hair and W.
address the visiting alumni. Garj in which the two nominees for each N. Martin. Historian; B. R. Moore
highest and M. B. Farrar.
Finklea, captain of the football office who received the
team, and W. A. ("Bud") Farmer,
president of the Senior Class, will
"TAPS"—YOUR ANNUAL
also be on hand to say a few words
each.
A number of
prominent
alumni are also expected to speak.
A word of explanation is due all cadets who haven't a full
An informal get-together of faculty and alumni will be held just knowledge of what "Taps" is. "Taps" is an annual publication
following the celebration on the by the students and for the students in the form of a book that
portico of the main building, after
which the visiting men wll be guests contains pictures and accounts of almost every student organiin the mess hall for dinner.
zation.
All over the campus that day
The full value of this annual can not be estimated in dollars
little knots of old Tigers wil gathe»
round and discuss the old days and and cents. It is a memory book, trebled in contents and comtheir many pals, and the prospects
for the game which will be about to position. It is a book that contains everything you wish to rebe staged on Riggs Field. These member, but it is made up by artists instead of incompetent infriendly sessions are one of the big
dividuals. Its value increases with the years.
joys of reunions.
It is your duty to buy a volume. The book isn't edited for
Every old Tiger who can possibly
do so should return to Clemson selfish gain. It is published for you because you need it. Not a
for Homecoming Day. A fine time
is insured for every visitor, and cent of profit is made anywhere in its publication.
the football game wil be a great
Now is the time to pay for your subscription. Dues pile up
scrap.
as
the year progresses. You have more money now than you
—W. W. B.

Voting for the first time by secret
ballots, members of the Senior Class
Monday night selected nine men
who will, with "Bud" Farmer the
class president, sit in the joint
council of the three upper classes
The men elected Monday from the
nineteen nominees on the ticket
were W. W. Bryan, W. R. Elliott,
D. R. Ergle, G. H. Green, C. E.
Hawkins, F. B. Leitzsey, C. A. McGill, J. R. Paulling, and J. Q. Wray.
W. A. Farmer, president of the
class will be the tenth Senior representative.
Members of the class before casting their balots, took a solemn
oath not to be governed by friendship alone in marking their tickets.
This was the first election the Class
has ever held by the ballot method.
The men were well pleased with
"Grammatically Speaking''
the working of the plan, and intend
to continue It.
He: "May I kiss you?"
The senior councilmen wil meet
She: "No, no."
soon with the representatives electBut he kissed her anyway, for
ed by the Junior and Sophomore had he not been taught that two
classes.
negatives make a positive?

Dr. G. D. Heath
Resigns Place
Takes Additional Studies at
John Hopkins

PLANS PERFECTED FOR
CLEMSONjiOJECOMING
Plans for a rousing celebration
of Homecoming Day when the Tigers of Clemson and the Tigers of
Auburn meet on the gridiron, October 3, are rapidly being completed
by college authorities and officers
of the Alumni Association.
The big feature of the day will
of course be the football game. But
other interesting events will be included on the program, besides the
informal gathering of friends which
will take place that day all over the
campus.
At 11 A. M. on the morning of
the big Tiger-Tiger classic, a celebration will be held by the old
grads in the college chapel. Dr. Pi.
W. Sikes, Clemson's president, will

No. 2

will later. Apply that refund to the best cause. Any one on
the staff will take your payment.
Wednesday night is the time for the big drive. Get your
money ready, because the boys will be around to see you Wednesday night. "Eventually why not now."

Dr. George Dawson Heath, College Surgeon, is resigning here and
will leave Clemson within the next
week.
He will go to Baltimore,
where he intends to take special
studies in Public Health at Johns
Hopkins University.
The resignation of Dr. Heath
comes as a distinct surprise to
people of Clemson, but he stated to
a representative of The Tiger that
he has been contemplating the step
for some time.
Public Health and
preventive
medicine have long been the lines
in which Dr. Heath has been most
interested.
He took a Master of
Science degree, specializing in that
work, at the University of Michigan after he was retired from the
Army, and he now plans to take
the doctor's degree in Public Health
at Hopkins.
Dr. Heath has been in charge of
the medical department of Clemson
for slightly over four years.
He
succeeded Dr. A. M. Redfern as
surgeon here.
Before coming to
Clemson, Dr. Heath served in the
medical corps of the United Stats
Army, and was retired with the
rank of a Captain.
Dr. Heath will begin his work'at
Johns Hopkins next week.
No announcement has been made
by college authorities as to the securing of a new surgeon.
—W. W. B.

COLLEGE NIGHT IS
ENJOYED BY CADETS
Comedians Get Big Hand; Rats
Sing and Tiger Pep
Runs Wild
An evening of fun and pleasure
was spent last Wednesday in the
college chapel by the members of
the corps and many people of the
campus.
Mirth reigned supreme,
aided by its two black-face knighti
of fooldom, "Spec"' Farrar and Tom
Meacham, and the ever humorous
Fred Leitzsey.
One of the features of the program was a selection of songs rendered by a number of freshmen
who intend trying for the glee club.
"Holtzy's'' call for "song birds" resulted in the assembling of about
twenty freshmen on
the
stage,
tenors, basses, altos, and sopranos,
but
mostly
"alsos."
However,
these songs proved that we have
some singing "rats" to bolster up
our glee club this year.
After a number of leaders of
different activities had been introduced to the freshmen, the meeting was turned into a pep meeting,
and a pep meeting it was. Aided
by the inspiring music of the college band, the walls of the college
chapel reverberated with loud resonance as the cadets marched out
upon the parade grounds to the
tunes of "When the Sons of Clemson Fall in Line" and "How We'll
Ride Old P. C. on the Rail.'
(Continued on page 5)
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WORK ON "TAPS", TIGER ANNUAL,
SWINGS INTO FULL STRIDE FAST
Hall, who finished Clemson in
With liott
1924. He occupies a high position
and promises us the very best they
Brilliant Staff for Recordhave.
Founded by the Class of 1907 and published weekly, during the college
Breaking Book
Capable Staff
session, by the Corps of Cadets of Clemson College.
G. W. Gignilliat heads the staff
while
Gilbert
With the managerial department as editor-in-chief,
Subscription, $1.50 the year.
humming on all of its powerful Jackson, as business manager, tops
Advertising rates on request
cylinders and the other departments the managerial side of the works.
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office at Clemson College chiming in on every revolution of He is aided in his work by Ernest
South Carolina.
the machine, "Taps" the Tiger Carpenter, assistant business manaannual, is swinging forward in her ger.
W. W. BRYAN
Editor-in-Chief
Enoch Cudd and R. E. Smith are
yearly race with time and the pubJ. B. CAUGHMAN
_
Business Manager
lishers.
slinging an efficient art brush this,
T. F. ACKER I
, . _,.,.
The annual is coming off the year, and their names should guarD H ROSS f
Associate Editors
press not later than May fifteenth antee the quality of the art decora,
J. K. AVENT
this year. The staff does not offer tions in the annual. Bil Elliott is
Athletic Editors
W. C. BROWN
this as a promise but as a positive "doping" out new ways of handling
R. H. MITCHELL
Associate Athletic Editor
assertion.
the photo department, and useless
J. A. WARREN
Social Editor
Jacobs and Company, who are delay and unsatisfactory appointJ. H. BAKER
Club News Editor
publishing "Taps,' intend to use ments will not exist this year. "Long
H. L. BALDWIN
Y. M. C. A. Editor
our annual as a booster copy. This John" Walker is lending his loftj
F. B. LEITZSEY
Joke Editor
means that they are going to get ideals and plans (something ovei
L. E. CROMER >
it out ahead of the other annuals six feet) to the staff as associate
Associate Joke Editors
so that they can use it to secure editor, and this means that loafJ. A. MILLNG J
more contracts.
With everything ing won't be known in his departJ. KBRSHAW I
Staff Reporters
and everybody pulling for an early ment.
G. E. METZ
[
edition of the book, there should
Leitzsey, Hawkins, and Farmer
CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT!
not be the slightest delay. Clem- represent three of the best men
S. M. McKEOWN
Circulation Manager
son has a friend with Jacobs and in the satire department that the
Company staff in the person of El- staff has possessed in years. Fred
G H' B^ODIE30""1 [
Associate Circulation Managers
Management
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always has been an artist at satirs,
and he has worthy assistants.
Sudlow has charge of one of the
meanest and most exacting departments, clubs and classes, and it is
in this division that "Taps" usually
finds much delay. County and city
clubs should organize now. Individual pictures and group pictures
have been a drag on the Taps for
years. It is just as easy to organize^
and collect money for Taps space]
now as it will be later.
Beauty Section
The beauty section is going to be
the pet of the staff this year. All
prejudice and partiality will be obliterated because some artist of national repute will select the pictures
that will be in this section. If you
have a good looking girl, get her
picture and send it in. You can't
find a better method of reaching
■her heart. Freshmen have the same
privilege as anyone else in this respect.
But get those pictures in
soon. Don't wait! Make up youi
mind now—be decisive.
"I suppose you enjoy your daughter having so many young men coming to see her?''
"Oh, I get a kick out of it now
and then."
You never can tell said the bandit
as he shot the only witness to his
crime.

EDITORIAL
\

The football season gets under way Saturday afternoon. The
Tigers have a tough opponent, Presbyterian College, for the
opener. Every Tiger student should be right behind his team,
yelling every minute.
That was the real Tigerism in chapel Monday night. Such
pep will boost the Purple and Gold to the top. Turn out, everybody, for the rallies in chapel Wednesday and Friday nights.
Let that Tiger team know that you expect them to rip the Bluestockings into tiny shreds.
KEEP THOSE PRIVILEGES
A big step forward for Clemson came recently when the Cadet Eegulations were modified so as to give the boys new privileges. One of these was the authorization of visiting by underclassmen for the purpose of study only.
The slight freedom allowed by this modification has resulted
in some disorder in barracks during study hours. Some cadet
officers, in fact, are ready to recommend that because of this
trouble, the privilege be revoked. However, most of the cadet
officers feel that the rest of the Corps will cooperate sufficiently
to merit the continuation of the privilege. Colonel Cole agrees
with the viewpoint that the thing can be made a success, and he
is not by any means ready to change the order which granted
the privileges.
During the next few weeks, the future status of the privileges will be determined. It is up to every man to use them legitimately and not to create disorder, so that they will not be
revoked. A backward step now would be a calamity, and it
must not be forced.
Homecoming Day will be celebrated on the Clemson campus
October 3. A cordial invitation to
every old Tiger has ben issued by
the college authorities. The Tiger
hopes that a huge gathering of old
grads will return to the lair of the
Tiger on the big day. All will have
a big time and see the classic game
with the Tigers of Auburn.

of which Clemson is also a member.
Victory over the South Carolina
state eleven is highly to be desired,
but victory over the Plainsmen of
Auburn would crown the Purple and
Gold with laurels not to be obtained in this state.
Filled with tradition, the TigerTiger battle between Clemson and
Auburn, is a clash to be fought with
every drop of Tiger blood. The old
boys will be here for Homecoming
Day. Let them see the Tigers of
Clemson scrap the everlasting daylight out of the Tigers of Auburn.

The interest taken in the various
student elections in the last few
weeks and the care with which they
have been handled have been a
credit to each of the three classes.
Congratulations are due to L. G.
It is to be hoped that the new officers and councilmen will succeed Trimmier for his excellent showing
in putting student affairs on a bet- in the National Rifle matches at
Camp Perry, Ohio, where he comter basis.
peted as a member of the R. O. T.
This is "Taps" Week. Have you C. team from the 6acond Corps
done your part toward helping the Area.
Clemson annual? Subscribe right
Cadet» with * hankering to play
now.
the gran'* old game of golf will be
welcome* i»to th« membership of
BEAT AUBURN
Just now athletic attention is cen- the Clemson Colleg* Country Club.
tered on the opening game with P. If you have the disease, don'f fail
C
But while it is true the Blue- to become * membw.
stockings must be defeated, still the
Clemson was sieved to learn of
most important clash comes a week
the death of Colonel Ezra B. Fuller,
Clemson and Auburn are old ri- a former commandant, who died
vals
And Auburn is a leading last week. He was greatly admired
team in the Southern Conference, here.

— vital in electrical
'3

'00

"41-7-27-3, "sings out the quarterback; and
the football goes on towards a touchdown.
"Madison Square'82198," says a voice in
San Francisco; and a message starts on its
way across the continent.
But the similarity between football and
the communication art doesn't stop there.
In each case signals have unleashed a great
force. Coordination has scored the goal.
And this was made possible only through
years of preparation. In one instance, on the
gridiron. In the other, in the college classroom and the laboratories of industry.
That, in short, is why men who've learned
their fundamentals and how to apply them
at the snap of a signal are qualifying for
positions of leadership in the greatest field
of signals known to man — the field of
communication.
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STUDENT HANDBOOK EXCELLENT BAND IS
JUNIOR OFFICERS
ISSUED BYY.M.G, A, FAST BEING FORMED 2
ELEGTED BY NEW
X
Manual of Valuable InEd Freeman Directs Tiger 1
SYSTEMJJF VOTING Handy
formation Distributed
Wind-Jammers as They
t

By "Y"
W. C. Brown is President; Newman, Reynolds and Baker
The 1925-26 edition of the Clemson Tiger Student Handbook hah
Other Officers
At the recent meeting
of
the
Junior Class the old method of
electing officers was
done
away
with and a new method initiated.
An election was then held by the
new method and the following class
officers chosen by the men of '27:
W. C. ("Buck") Brown, president;
C. C. Newman, vice-president; C.
M. ("Pete") Reynolds, secretarytreasurer; and
J. H. Baker,
historian.
By the old method, officers were
elected by a rising vote in open meeting.
In the recent election four
men were nominated for each office
in an open meeting of the class. The
following Friday the class voted for
the nominees by secret ballot. As
each man voted his name was checked from the class roll. One hundred
and thirty-one votes were cast practically every man voting.
This was
a big improvement over the old
method as it gave the voters time
to think about the candidates, to
get acquainted, and a chance to
judge the men.
The men nominated were taken
as representative men of the class
and as it was also necessary to
elect ten men to represent the class
in the student council, the ten men
having the
greatest
number
of
votes were elected to this council.
Besides the four officers the councilmen are as follows: L. E. Cromer,
J. K. Avent, J. N. King, D. H. Ross,
H. E. Russell, and M. H. Hendee.
The Sophomore class is following the lead of the class of '27 and
judging from the "politicking" going on, there will soon be an election of officers in the class of '28.
—J. K.

been distributed to all cadets fret
by the Y. M. C. A.
Like former
editions, this handy little volume,
presents in tabloid form a world
of information invaluable to tht
Clemson student.
Officers
of the
Young
Men's
Christian Association
deserve
a
great deal of credit for the editing
of this book.
P. B. Holtzendorff,
Jr., is general secretary of the association, R. H. Smith, of the class
of '25, is assistant secretary, and
E. H. Jordan, a member of the
Senior Class, is president.
Following frontispiece views of
the Y. M. C. A. Building and the
Main College Building, the handbook is divided into departments.
These include: General, which gives
much information about
various
phases of the college, including a
message of welcome from President
E. W. Sikes; Y. M. C. A., which
tells of the activities of the Chris
tian Association at Clemson; Athletic, which gives information and
pictures of Tiger teams and Captains of the different sports; and
Organizations
and
Publications,
which gives descriptions of the
various clubs, societies, and publications.
Blanks are provided in the handbook for an identification card, the
student's class schedule and record
of class standing, and the schedules
and records of the teams. in football, baseball, and track.
No Tiger should be without this
valuable book.
The .Y M. C. A.
wil be glad to present a copy to
cadets who has not already received
one.
—W. W. B.

IL BALGAR ARRIVE
FOR ARMY DUTY I
New Sergeant Expected Soon
to Train Drum and Bugle
Corps

Manufacture Music

tT

With a big enrollment of highclass musical talent, the Clemson
band promises to be an organization
of which the whole school will bs
proud. Last year under the capable
direction of Prof. Ed Freeman, the
band was an organization bringing
much credit to the college. This
year prospects are even brighter,
and Clemson expects to have the
best band in the state.
Prof Freeman plans to cut down
the number of men in the regular
band, and the second-string men
will be called in to fill places in
the first band as they apply themselves and according tc their talents. In other words the band will
be run like the foot-ball teams; men
will be moved from one to the
other according to their ability.
Already work has begun and there «*►
is promise of a good concert in the
near future.
It is also reroored
that there will be a band stand built
on the campus for the musicians.
The
dance
orchestra,
better
known as the "Jungaleers," pro- ♦♦♦
mises to be quite an organization
itself.
Guy Hutchins is directing
the orchestra and Guv is .liiite. a
musician.
Several times last week
melodious strains of "jazz" floated
up from tra j. ess ha.l and it sounded good.
The Con-'.or- Orchestra has not
completed it's organization as yet,
but will make appearance soon. H.
E. Gaffney is manager of the orchestra. The director has not been
named yet.
All of these organizations are
run directly by the students, with
the exception
of the band,
and
am invitation to practice is extended to all students who wish to try
for a place on any or all of them.
—J. K.

FOR SALE

The old members of the las>
year's Sophomore Dancing Club met
on last Thursday morning and organized the Junior Dancing Club.
Officers were elected who are now
planning for a big dance sometime
inthe near future.
The following men were selected
to hold office for this year: H. E.
("Shorty") Russell, president; J.
A. ("Shine") Milling, vice president,
Caldwell Jones, secretary and treasurer.
This same group of men, although
uuder different officers, staged ont.
of the best dances of last year, so
everyone may expect a good one
this year. They hope to have their
first hop about three weeks after
the Senior Dance.
All cadets who
dance should watch for the announ
cement of this hop so they may
make their plans.
—J. A. W.

They were on their honeymoon,
and had been riding nearly all day.
At last the train passed through
a tunnel a half mile long.
When
they came out both looked rather
mussed.
"Just think.'' said he, "it cost
three milion dollars to dig that
tunnel."
"But it wa» worth it, wasn't It
dear?" she cooed.
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♦♦♦ QUALITY BELTS WITH LIFE-TIME SILVER ♦£
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£ CLEMSON BLOCK LETTERS.
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"Service for You."

SEE W. R. ELLIOTT
OR CALL BY ROOMS 501 OR 902

♦♦♦~*~t~$~*~*~t~*^
IS SELECT
DANCE OFFICERS OOLF CLUB PROVIDES
FOR SCOTTISH GAME

First Lieutenant Paul G. Balcar,
new officer assigned by the United
States Army to the Department of
Military Science and
Tactics
at
Clemson, arrived here Sunday night
and took up his duties Monday.
Lieutenant Balcar will
be the
tactical officer in charge of the Second Battalion of the cadet regiment, and he will teach some of
the classes in military science now
being handled by Lieutenant Johnson. His rank on the college faculty will be that of assistant professor of military science and tactics.
Coming to Clemson from Fort
Sam Houston, Texas,
Lieutenant
Balcar is well fitted for his duties
here, being a graduate of the University of Iowa and the United September Issue of Alumnus
States Infantry School at Fort BenJust Issued to Tiger Grads
ning, Georgia.
New Sergeant Expected
Another enlisted man will be addThe September issue of The Clemed to the personnel of the military son Alumnus is just off the press,
department soon, as Colonel O. R. carrying a number of items of mucu
Cole is in
communication
with interest to graduates of the colcorps area headquarters in regard lege.
It is being mailed free to
to the selection of a sergeant to be all alumni whose addresses are on
sent here.
The new sergeant will file in the office of the association.
come here for a few months from
Two important items of news
the 8th or the 22nd Infantry for carried are the details of the Home
the purpose of training the Clem- coming Day celebration to be held
son drum and bugle corps. A non- on October 3, and the plans for a
commissioned officer who is special- new alumni directory to be publishly fitted for this work wil be as- ed in the near future.
A large
signed and Colonel Cole hopes to number of personal items about old
have a crack outfit of drummers Tigers is also published.
and buglers developed.
The publication is edited by E.
G. Parker, secretary of the Alumni
FIRST SERGEANTS
ORGANIZE Association.
On Tuesday morning the First
Sergeant's Club for this year was
organized.
An able set cf officers
was elected to assure its progress
for the session, and an interesting
speech was made by the newly elected president.
The following officers were elected: J. A. Milling, president; H. K.
Brabham, vice-president; and J. W.
Green, secretary and treasurer.>
—J. H. B.
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Course Improved

and Cadets
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Welcomed to Membership
in

Country

Club
J

The royal and ancient Scottish
pastime of golf, which began to
sweep the Clemson campus last
spring when the Clemson College
Country Club was organized, is
gaining even more devotees this*
fall.
Many improvements have been
made in the nine-hole course, and
officers of the club will welcome
new members, either
cadets
or
people of the community. Dues are
very reasonable.
Prof. S. M. Martin has been president of the club since its organization, and Mr. J. T. Foy, of the
Chemistry Department, succeeded
Prof. W. D. Reed as secretary when
Reed left for California last spring.
These two efficient officers are assisted by a grounds committee headed by Prof. J. T. McAlister. Othei
members of this committee, which
is in charge of the development cu
the links, are Prof. R .K. Eaton,
Prof. A. G. Shanklin, Prof. Henry
Rankin,
and Prof.
Mialcolm
E.
Campbell.
This grounds committe has the
eourse in excellent shape, considering the fact that the drought this
summer has made it hard for the
grass on the fairways to do well.
Plans are now being considered to
lengthen some of the shorter holea
of the course so as to make th«
yardage approximately standard for
z nine-hole course.
Many faculty members are following the little white pill around
the links, and quite a few students
have joined in the sport.
Special
membership rates to
cadets
ar&
five dollars, for the session
and
Major Martin, president of the club,
extended a special invitation to the
cadets to become members when he
spoke about the club in chapel recently—
—W .W. B. '
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A Protein Feed That Pays
Corn Gluten Feed—23% Protein
"Almost Wholly Digestible"

Corn Gluten Feed is a profitable protein ingredient
for every ration. Successful feeders in 3 2 States are
feeding it regularly. These practical men know its
value. It pays them to feed it.
One or more feeding experiments with Corn Gluten
Feed in the ration will make your school work more
interesting and profitable to you. There are several
good reasons why this is so.
Corn is grown in all the States. It is worth more
than any other farm crop. We need corn more than
anything else grown on the farm, and without it we
would almost starve.
The product of corn most needed by the farmer and
feeder is Corn Gluten Feed. A ton of it contains as
much protein as 2^ tons of corn and also the natural
salts of five tons of the whole grain.
Corn Gluten Feed is palatable and safe. It is never given
as medicine nor has it ever caused abortion or blindness. Some
dairymen feed it straight for high production tests.
You are going to help the farmer get the most out of his corn
crop. This Research Bureau can be of great service to you, and
we want to tell you about it.
Write us today and we will send you our bulletins and show
what we are doing in our nation-wide campaign for better feeding.

Associated Corn Products Manufacturers
Feed Research Department
Hugh C. Van Pelt, Director

208 South La Salle St., Chicago, IVL
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CLUBS AND SOCIETIES
COLUMBIAN MEETS

SOCIETY

As a result of the canvass by
the Y. M. C. A. last Thursday night.,
$168.00 cash has been turned in.
Much more is
pledged.
These
pledges are to be paid Thursday
night. The following
companies
now lead in the cash turned in:
Co.

G—?30.00

Co. E—$22.00
Co. A—$20.42
Band—$16.00
The winning company will
given a free picture show.

be

At Vesper Service Sunday night
Rev. W. J. Speaks of Spartanburg,
gave an interesting and instructive
talk on Industrial Conditions in
South Carolina.
—H. L. B.

The Horticultural Society held
Its first meeting on Tuesday evening. Talks concerning <he benefits
lerived from the society were made
■ y all of the officers. Plans were
lade for the coming session.
The following new members were
eceived into the society:
,T. H.
aker, J. M. Bailes, A. D. Chambe, C. "V. Douglass, J. K. Garnett,
F. H. Gerrard, W. E. Knight, J. A.
eitner, C. E. McLeod, E. E. Miller, Cleveland Symphonic Quartet
. C. Newman, C. L. Parneil, L. H.
and Tooley Opera Company
atterson, J. H. Rickborn, and P.
Signed
. Wright.
—J. H. B.

LYCEUM COURSE FOR
YEAR BEING PLANNED

ARCHITECTURAL SOCIETY
The Architectural Society became
au energetic member of the col*e organizations at its first meeting last Wednesday evening.
tically every student architect
s present at the initial assembly.
the interest shown by the mentis continues throughout the year,
he Architectural Society will comtnd an eminent position among
1M societies and clubs at Clemson.
)S'icers were elected and plans
re made for the year.
While there are many literary
1 professional societies at Clem. there are few clubs which act
all-round promoters of social
its such as the Architectural
. iety intends to do. No definite
is have been made as yet, but
ative arrangements are being
made for a series of lectures, bants, plays, and dances. Regular
>;ings of the society will be held
ry two weeks.
The following officers were elected: Enoch Cudd, president; MarParler, vice-president; Jimmie
inson, secretary and treasurer;
and Joe Hall, scribe.
—J. H. H.
PALMETTO LITERARY SOCIETY
The Palmetto Literary
Society
held an interesting meeting Friday
evening. The members who participated in the program were Messrs
Weathersbee, Metz, Pruitt, Cannon,
Padget, Fishburne, and Sutherland.
After the regular business of the
society had been completed, a motion was made and adopted to the
effect that certain rules of hte
society dealing with absentees be
enforced. Following this, a number of the finer points of parliamentary law were discussed which, of
course, raised the already highly
developed literary etiquette of the
society.
The following new members were
received by the society: Carter; L.
S, King, F. A. Beam, J. D. Knight,
J.' C. Wallace, W. B. Johnson, and
W. L. Baker.
—G. E. M.
CALHOUN LITERARY SOCIETY
On Friday' evening the Calhoun
Literary Society held its regular
meeting. Many members as. well as
many visitors enjoyed the excellent
program rendered by Cadets Tarrant, Dorn, Elliott, Batson, Rutledge, Faust, Burgess, and Culler.
A program committee of J. P.
Batson, R. L. Trent, and J. A.
Warren was appointed.
Several
ather business matters, which will
[>f great benefit to the society,
tpted on.
[lew members received by
were McCoy, T. R. MilPridemore, C. M. Rey^A. Wackym, and G. H.
—J. H. B.

The series of entertainments to
be given this year on the Clemson
Lyceum Course will be composed
of a variety of selected programs.
The list of numbers for the season
is not yet complete, but two companies have already been signed and
others are being considered.
Two
of the outstanding companies that have been scheduled
are the Cleveland Symphonic Quartet, which is noted for its delightful combinations of the violin, flute,
cello, and harp; and the Tooley Opera
Company which will
render an
interesting program
in
English
rather than any of the usual language of the opera.
The students are reminded that
they have paid for the course in
their student activity fee, and that
they can hardly find more wholesome and uplifting entertainment
than is offered through this channel.
—G. E. M.

Mr. Richard Martin, '24, recently
spent a short while with his parents
but has now gone to Lake Worth,
Florida where he will spend the
winter.
Mrs. Hoke Sloan entertained at
her home on last Tuesday night
with six tables of bridge, in honor
of Miss Carrie Foy and Mrs. F. M.
Kinard. The house was very artistically decorated with ferns and
zennias. An ice course was served
after the game.
The members of the Book club
met on last Wednesday morning
at the home of Mrs. D. H. Henry,
and were delightfully entertained
by Miss Margaret Sadler. A very
delicious ice course was served.
Mrs. Frank Anderson entertained the Thursday Bridge club on
Wednesday morning of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Clinkscales
entertained at
dinner
on
last
Wednesday in compliment to the
Rev. and Mrs. Wiliam J. McFall.
The table was laid for eleven guests
and the central decoration was a
cut glass basket of beautiful flowers.
Mrs. Richard Simpson and her
daughter Ann, of Tampa, Florida
were recent guests at the home of
Prof, and Mrs. S. M. Martin.
Mrs. W. M. Riggs has returned
from the mountains and will spend
the winter at Clemson.
Miss Carrie Foy of Washington,
D. C. is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
J. T. Foy.
Rev. and Mrs. William J. McFall
of Winston-Salem, N. C, were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Anderson.
The Tea Dance held in the gymnasium on last Friday afternoon,
in spite of the intense heat, was
enjoyed by a number of cadets and
young ladies. Besides the campus
people present there were a few
young ladies from Anderson.
Mr. and Mrs. Williams of Lexington, Ga., while enroute from Blowing Rock, spent a short time with
Dr. and Mrs. Sikes.
A number of campus people motored to Greenville on last Saturday evening to attend the very popular play "No, No, Nanette."
—J. A. W.

Rivals the beauty of

FORMER CLEMSON
COMMANDANT DIES
Colonel Ezra B. Fuller Had
Remarkable Record of
Army Service
Colonel Ezra B. Fuller, a former commandant of Clemson College, died Friday at Fort Leavenworth. He had to his credit the
longest record of service ever attained as an officer in the United
States Army.
Colonel Fuller was commandant
at Clemson in 1894 and 1895. He
came to Clemson when emphasis
was first being put on the military
department, and he did much to
put the department on a high standard.
The colonel was, up to the time
of his death, one of the few remaining officers in the army who
had seen service in the War Between the States.
He began his
career in 1864 at the age of 16.
In 1873 he was graduated from
West Point and assigned to the
cavalry.
When he was a lieutenant, Fuller
made one of the famous rides of
American history while doing scouting against Chief Joseph of the
Nez Perces who had bolted from
reservation and was attempting to
regain the Indian country . Lieutenant Fuller rode from the camp of
Colonel Miles in Montana to take
dispatches to Fort Ellis, 350 miles
away. He made the ride through
country inhabited by the Indians
in five hours less than five days.
Many people of the campus who
were either students or members of
the faculty when Colonel Fuller
was here have been deeply grieved
over his death.
He was greatly
acmired here.
—W. W. B.

TIGER
LEARN

By Joe

AGAIN

On Friday evening the Columbian Literary Society held it3 meeting. Many members made short
speeches consisting of a few words
of encouragement for the society.
The plans for the coming year were
announced.
The general
atmosphere that prevailed during the
meeting points toward a successful
year for the Columbian.
New members admitted into the
society were A. A. Walsh, W. P.
Timmerman,
M.
M.
Reinach,
F. E. Kirkley, R. F. Nalley, and L.
|. Thompson.
—W. C. B.
HORTICULTURAL

CAMPUS NOTES

Y. M. C. A. NOTES
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the Scarlet Tanager

It Takes a
Load off the
Student's
IT doesn't require a fouryears' exposure to well-informed circles hereabouts to
grasp the hearty sanction of
Parker Duofold craftsmanship
among the older students.
Those who know its 25-year
point, Man-size Grip andO vercize Ink Capacity have come to
depend on it in overwhelming
majorities everywhere, but
nowhere more than in the
colleges.
Good pen counters wouldn't
be without it—stopat the nearest one.
THE PARKER PEN COMPANY
Factory and General Offices
JANESVILLE, WIS.

SONGS

AND

THEM

USE

WHEN THE SONS OF CLEMSON
FALL IN LINE
(Tune—Washington and Lee Swing)
When the sons of Clemson fall In
line
We're going to win this game another time,
For the C. A. C. I Yell! I Yell!
For the C-L-E-M-S-O-N I Yell! I—
yell!
So fight! fight! fight for every
yard,
Circle the ends and hit the line
hard.
We'll rub old Furman's head right
in the. sod
Oh. So hard, C. A. C.

* * * *

Rah, Old Clemson, Rah
Rah, for the Purple and the Gold
Rah, Rah, Rah, Rah,
Rah, for the Purple and the Gold
I'm a Tiger born a Tiger bred.
And when I die I'll be a Tiger dead
So it's Rah, Rah, Rah,
Old Clemson, Rah, Rah, Rah.
Old Clemson, Rah, Rah, Rah.
* * * *
Cheer boys, cheer
Old Clemson has the ball
Ooh Rah, Rah, won't they take a
fall?
When we hit their line there'll be
no line at all.
There'll be a hot time in
Tigertown tonight.

AND

YELLS
THEM

• • • •
Skyrocket
-(Whistle) Boom! Rah!
T-I-G-E-R-S!
Say
!
Say what?
That's what?
What's what?
That's what they all say!
What's what they all say?
Tigers! Tigers! Tigers—

* * • •

Tiger Rah
Tiger Rah-—Tiger Rah!
Tiger Gr-rrrrrrrrrrr!
TIGERS!

* • • •

Roar For Clemaon
Oo-00-oo-oo-oo-Rah!
Oo-00-oo-oo-oo-Rah!
Oo-00-oo-oo-oo-Rah!
(Whistle)
TIGERS!
* * • •
C-l-e-m yea rah yea rah
s-o-n yea rah yea rah!
C-1-e-m-s-o-n yea Tigers.
* * * *
Yea Tiger yea team
Fight 'em Tigers fight '•m fight
'em fight 'em

*

* • •

S-s-s-sh-h-h-h Listen
S-s-s-sh-h-h-h Listen
S-s-s-sh-h-h-h Listen
G-r-r-r-r-r-rrrrrrrrrrrrr
TIGERS.
* * * *
And so we'll fight for victory
SONG
Watch 'em hit that line
Up the field, down the field.
Yell boys, Yell, for they are going
We're filled with pep and zeal.
fine
As the Tigers go roaring along.
Because we can't be beat
we'll
drive them straight ahead
With a bound, cut them down
For we are sure to gain some And then we'll fight and cross their
line
ground
We have the team that knows we're
As the Tigers go roaring along.
back of them today
So it's Hi! Hi! Hee! for dear old They've got to win we're watching
every play
C. A. C.
o)
Give them three cheers loud and And so we'll fight old (
to the bitter and
strong
For dear old C. A. C.
So fight, you Tigers bold.
* * * •
For the purple and gold,
Clemson rah!
AP the Tigers go roaring along.
Buck Brown, '27 Clemson rah!
Clemson rah rah rah rah!
* * # *
Clemson
CLEMSON YELLS AND SONGS Halla ballu kanec kanec
Ray I Clemison, Rah! Tigers
Halla ballu kanec kanec
Ray! Rah! Clemson Tigers.
Wa-he wa-hi ching ching ohow chow
* * * *
Boom boom bow wow
Rickety-Rickety Rac! Rac!
Tigers Tigers Tigers!
» * * *
Rickety-Rickety Rac! Rac!
Hi Coach! Hi Coach!
Tiger Rac! Tiger Rac!
Hi Hi Hi Coach!
Rac! Rac! Rac!
Whing: Did your
girl
come
"Waiter, take this egg away at
down when you serenaded her with
once, sir. Away with it!"
"Yes sir. And what shall I do your saxaphone?
Ding: No—but some guy got her
with it?"
"Do with it?" Why wring its with an auto horn.—Ames Green
Gander.
neck, of course."

New Oxford Bags
WHITE DUCKS—24-inch bottoms. Just the thing
for the new dress coats, will be here soon.

WlthThttlf aar faint
Duofold Jr. $5
Lady Duofold #5
Intermediate size With ring for chatelaine
Rod and Rlaok
Color Combination
Reg. Trado Mark
U.S. Pat. O.Tico

Be sure you wait.
ADLER COLLEGIAN CLOTHES—They keep you
looking your best- See the new fall suits,
$30 and $35.
See HOKE SLOAN—the only Ex-Clemson man
in the mercantile business at Clemson. I appreciate
your business.
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NIGHT IS ENJOYED BY CADETS
(Continued from page 1)
The following cadets were intro
duced to the crowd by "Holtzy:"
1.
Gary Finklea, Cadet
Colonel
and Captain of Football.
2. W. W. Bryan, Editor of "The
Tiger."
3. Fred Leitzsey, Editor of "The
Chronicle.''
G. W. Gignilliat, Editor in Chief
of "Taps"
4. Leaders of Orchestras: Hutchins
and Hutchins
5. Leader and Captain of Band:
Ramsey Ergle.
6. E. H. Jordan, President of Y.
M. C. A. and Captain of the Cross
Country Track.
7.
C. A. McGill, Captain of Baseball.
"Fatty"
Fleming:
"Will
you 8. "Frog" Palmer, Captain of Basplease pass the Gilbert gravy?"
ketball.
9. Wallace Roy, Captain of Track.
W. A. Farmer, President of
Come down on the sophoteria 10.
Senior Class.
hall—Bottom floor of new barracks.
—D. H. R.
85 sophs, one Junior and two
Seniors.
Freshmen
are welcome.
Don't be bashful.

Soph: "Why does Carter Newman
wear his hat at such a rakish angle?
Rat:—"Oh, I suppose it's to run
the surplus water off of his brains."

Model Editor for College Paper
A college editor should be a
superman endowed with the patience of Job, the editorial ability of
Horace Greely, the managing and
directing ability of Charles Schwab,
the diplomacy of Woodrow Wilson,
the judicial qualities of
former
Chief Justice Marshall; he needs
the dignity and philosophy of Socrates, the agnostic tendencies of
Ingersoll, he should have the literary ability of Shakespeare, and the
lack of conscience of Amy Lowell.
In addition to the few qualifications, he needs the physique of
Jack Dempsey, the nerve of a holdup man, and Edison's ability to do
without sleep.
His brain should
be so constituted that he could absorb the essentials of a twentycredit course by means of the barest
persual of the subjects contained
and to pass the final exams with
honors so that the faculty will respect him and allow him to stay in
school.
He should be absolutely
foreign to the needs of rest, sleep,
eating, recreation, the love of society, the inclination for glory in
athletics, and love.
Having these few requirements,
he should be able to qualify as a
fairly competent editor, and there
is a possibility that he should not
be hauled on the faculty carpet
more than once a week and kicked
by the stuednt body in general more
than twice a day.—Huron Alphaomega.
Irate mother (at dinner): "Johny
I wish you'd
stop reaching
for
things. Haven't you a tongue?"
Johny: "Yes, mother, but
my
arm's
longer."—TJni.
California
Wampus.
Freshmen are small bodies of humanity entirely surounded by ignorance.
Sophomores are slight swellings,
jutting into seas of sophistication.
Juniors are beings, not large
enough to obtain seniority, bounded
on two sides by fire-water, one side
by U-Drive-Ems, and on the other
side by a dumbell.—The Blue and
Gray.

Enoch Cudd: How many kinds of
milk are there?
Art Prof: Why there's condensed
milk and evaporated milk—-but why
do you ask.
Enoch: Well, I was drawing a
picture of a cow and I wanted to
know how many faucets to put on
her.
Prof.—Give for one
year
the
number of tons of coal shipped out
of the U. S.
"Kit" Hane: 1492, none
Cadets We Admire
Those who talk faster than they
think.
Those who talk all day and say
nothing.
Those that eat too much.
Soup Inhalers.
Snorers.
Movie fans who read the titles
for you.
Sophs, that tell about when they
were "rats.'
Seniors that talk about nothing
but camp.
The guy that writes this bunk.
-VE\ B. L.
Farm Hints
Remove all stones from the lettuce bed; it will rest much better
if you do.
Provide the potatoes with goggles
to keep the dirt out of their eyes.
If your garden is too dry perhaps
there is a leak in it somewhere.
Don't string the beans; they are
very sensitive.
Provide cotton for the ears of the
corn; harsh noises may stpnt the
growth.
Don't let the cider do all the
working on the farm. ,
Keep your cows contented with
their lot.
Shingle and paint your
barn;
your wife will do the same for herself.
Clip your hofses; you will find
that a horse with a short coat will
not be bothered with short pants.
Teach yoiir lima beans to climb
early; in this way they will escape
the fall.
A bird/in the hand is worth two
in the Ij'ush and a hen in the pen
is worth three or four in the garden.
Don-'t kick—let the hay tender do
it.

THE

Rev. Croach Accepts Presbyterian Call and Rev. Kolb
Baptist
Rev. Sidney J. L. Crouch, lately
of Montreat, N. C, and Rev. E. C.
Kolb, former pastor at Pauline, S.
C.,- have accepted calls from two
Clemson College churches.
Rev. Crouch succeeds Rev. John
McSween, who resigned last June
to become pastor of the
Central
Presbyterian church of Anderson.
Rev. Mr. Crouch is a native of
Australia and served two years as
a missionary in Egypt and two
years as a pastor in Vermont.
He
is a veteran of the World War
and was with General Allenby when
he took Jerusalem.
For the past
year he has been serving a mission
station at Montreat, N.. C. He has
already taken up his duties at Clemson.
Rev. E. C. Kolb fills the pulpit
of the Baptist church left vacant
by the resignation of Rev. George
Gibson, who. accepted a call to Toe
coa, Ga., several months ago.
Rev. Mr. Kolb is a native of
Sumter County.
He was for two
years a student at Clemson College
but-graduated at Furman University
then at the Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisvile,
Ky,
Mr. Kolb delivered his first opening
sermon here Sunday.
—T. F. A.
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THE SUNDAY ATLANTA JOURNAL
The Best Paper in the South For
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"JUDGE" KELLER
Before Buying

CLEMSON BELTS, PENNANTS, MEMORY BOOKS
AND NOVELTIES
I HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF SUNDRIES THAT EVERY
CADET NEEDS AND THE PRICE IS RIGHT

+;»»^»*t<HgH>s<Hfr<^

<iA La Carte Service
SOUPS
STEAKS
RELISHES
HAM
POTATOES
SALADS
PURE
MILK
SANDWICHES
TEA
CAKES
COFFEE
PIES
ICE CREAM
Entrees, Plate Dishes and Daily Specials
"Come once and you'll come again"

COMMUNITY DANCING
CLUB ELECTS OFFICERS
AND PLANS DANCES

The Community Dancing Club has
recently been reorganized and new
officers elected. 'Prof. John Lane,
of the English
department was
"How can I drive a nail without
elected as president to succeed Prof.
hitting my finger?"
J. A. Bender who did not return
"Let your wife hold it.''
to the college this year.
Prof. M.
E. Campbell of the Textile departThere's a Reason.
ment was chosen as the new secretQne of the most disgusting sights
tary and treasurer,. These men inH.he world is another fellow in
tend to put over jthe best Clemson
Supe with your best girl.—Ex.
has ever had.
This club will gjive its first dance
our wife just eloped with the
on October 2, thej night before the
%n.'
But They Kept 'Em
Homecoming Gamel. President Lane
Mo bad, no more ice!"
"Miss Curley," murmured the
states that this ii the Community
w)
office manager to the stenographer,
Club and that all!the Campus peoc«s great to behold," sighed "I don't wanna be harsh. Nothing
ple are invited to (attend the dances
c» Antony as he viewed the like that. I really don't—
given by it.
ids.
' "Well, let's have the answer,"
—J. A. W.
closer ,^aid
Ofereat Cleo snuggled
the
damsel
nonchalantly.
^whispered in his ear,
Tis^-'what's gone wrong now1:
/to be held."
"I just wanna ask you not to M. McPhail, Graduate of '25,
/
write your young man during busiReceives Armly Commission
ness hours. Letters are apt to get
/
reathes there a stude
mixed. Herb and Blurb report that
One of the Clemson graduates of
With soul so dead
/
we have sent 'em a shipment of love the Class of 19251, Miyauooto McWho never to his roomie s'aid,
and kisses instead
of
the
axle Phail of Townville, S. C, has re"Cut out that light and go to bed?' Tease they ordered."—True Story cently been commi|ssioned a second
lieutenant in the regular army.
Co-ed to Ed: "Oh, what a j-nttDesperate Desmond (sneeringly—
Lieutenant McPhail received his
tie, I wish I had a dress made uut "How can you love that piece of commission as a result of his sucof that."—Dirge.
cheese!''
cess in passing th|e special examiHeroine—"Ah, but
he is so nation held on Jujne 10.
He ha»
"No, I never allow anyone to em. strong!"
been assigned to tile infantry.
brace me."
At Clemson, Lieuitenant McPhail
"You don't? Let's dance, then.''
Tiiree local restaurants displayed took the agricultural course major"All right."
in thi.s order:
ing in entomology. He was a mem"Opfon all night."
ber of the Oconee County Club, the
Here lies the remains of Phineas
"We inever close."
Agricultural Society, the EntomoMcBloom,
The/third, a Chinaman, not to be logy Club, and the Horticultural
He found the right house but outdone, put up:
Club.
went in the wrong room.
TMe wakee, too."
—W. W. B

/
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IN THE ARCADE

WE ARE PUTTNG IN A NEW LINE OF

KEUFFEL AND ESSER
DRAWING PAPER AND SUPPLIES
FOR ALL CLASSES

OUR CLEMSON SPECIALTIES
LOOSE LEAF NOTE BO'
NOTE BOOK FILLERS
LEFAX NOTE BOOKS
EVERSHARP PENCILS
FOUNTAIN PENS
STATIONEP v
NORRIS & WHITMAN

RADIO

SgTS

INCLUDE

CLEMSON JEWELRY
PENNANTS
PILLOW COVERS
CAMERAS
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES

AND

SUPPLIES

L. G. MARTIN DRUG COMPANY, INC.
VISIT OUR SODA
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Fight 'em Tigers. Roll those Blue Stockings down to socks.
Shall the future be judged by the past? Will history repeat
itself? Will Clemson defeat P. C? These are current questions
running foremost in the minds of South Carolina football fans,
and it seems that time alone will convince the public,—-understand—the PUBLIC.
Saturday is the day for the first big scrimmage of the season.
Watch those Tigers, gang, and you will not be disappointed.
When the Clemson Tigers meet that blue-stockinged bunch on
Riggs Field Saturday, fur and blue stockings are going to fly,
and when it is all over and an inventory taken those stockings
will have shrunk to socks. Just what will be the amount of the
score, we are not prepared to say, but after the scrap the bugle
corps will be there to blow Taps, and the clock in the main
building will strike long and loud.
Everything is all set for the gamt
and the esprit de corps is high.
The team is primed and cocked and
ready to go off with a bang on
the kick off.
The Line-up
Who will compose the team, we
do not know yet, but there will be
several veterans in there when the
6tartin°- whistle blows.
Just who
will fill in the gaps between Finkind Bowles and Fewell we can
• mpetition for
oag. The backof conjecture,
urn Goa-eh ijiui knows his business.

KEERS HEARD
AT HffiJEP RALLY
Crowd Yells Its Heads Off in
Chapel Monday Night;
Pepping for P. C.

Tigerism swept through the old
college chapel again Monday night
when another pep meeting, prepara,
tory to the P. C. game, roused
lusty cheers from the biggest portion of the student body.
Immediately after supper the pep
That team is going out to fight
for Clemson Saturday, gang. Let's meeting was scheduled, but the
be out there backing them all of crowd was slow in assembling and
it looked at first as if the gatherthe time.
ing was to be miserably small. But
the shouting of those in chapel and
Cubs
Those rats are not in the shade the infernal din of the drum and
either. Did you ever see such a bugle corps soon roused all the
fighting bunch of freshmen as Coach Tigers and rallied them to the
Richards has out for practice": chapel, where they made so much
Keep your eyes on them and you I noise that the cheer-leaders could
not quiet them, even to get some
will see something big soon.
organized yelling.
Finally, however, drums, bugles,
The Wofford Terriers showed that
shouting
renowned South Carolina fight last cow-bells, and general
silenced, and Cheer-Leaders
Saturday when they held the Fly- were
ing Cadets of V. M. I. to a meager Jackson, Law, Milling, and Cromer
the crowd into some new yells,
nine points. It may be that the got
which
to say the least are "wows.''
■ i Dope Bucket has something imThey are going over in great style.
peded to tilt it.
The crowd practiced three new
GANG yells and got most of them down
P. C.
BEAT
in fine shape, although they stumbled a little on one that sounds now
like a Chinese laundry slip, but will
be great stuff when mastered. The
pep meeting ended with a few of
old stand-bys.
Old boys joined the freshmen in
a snake dance through the barracks
'right after breakfast Monday mornand several more of like naSaturday is the day for Clemson's ing,
st game of the yeaT. All Tiger- ture will be held during the week.
town is in a ferment of excitement The old pep must be at fever heat
d enthusiasm over the coming for the clash Saturday with the
scrap with the Blue Stockings of Bluestockings.
More pep meetings will be held
P. C. But the height of enthusiasm Wednesday
and
Friday
nights.
has not been reached yet. Wait Clemson is preparing
a
hot
recep
until the Auburn crew looms up on
the horizon and advances into the tion for Presbyterian College.
—W. W. B.
tair of the mountain Tiger.
The Auburn Tigers
from the
plains and the hill Tigers of Chun Civil Service Exam to Pick
in are ancient rivals and erery
>st Office Clerk Here
/ear they meet on the gridiron in
desperate struggle for supremacy
lited States Civil Service
Last year the Tigers
from
t
>n announces
an
open
ingles of the Seneca suffered <
e examination for a clerk
I gat at the hands of the Plainsm
st office service at Clembut this year Clemson Tigers aie
out for blood. It is true that Clem- son College, S. C.
Persons who wish to enter this
son has some men on the squad
vlth very little
experience,
but examination should apply for apthat does not mean that they are plication blank (Form ^374) to the
not just as good fighters as the Secretary of the Local TJ. S. Civil
rest of them.
Just watch them Service Board of Examiners at the
rip those Blue Stockings Into shred* Post Office named above or the
nd then tear the fur off the backs DISTRICT Secretary, U. S. Civil
Service Board, P. O. Bldg, Atlanta,
of the A'-vburn Tigers.
—J. K. A. Ga.

UBUBN FOLLOWS
P. G. ON

TIGER GRADUATES
ONLY SIXTEEN TEAMS
MEET AS COACHES TO BE IN CONFERENCE
Charlie
Robinson, former allall-state half-back of Clemson, who
BASKETBALL TOURNEY
is now coaching at Pickens High
School and Bratton Williams, former all-state full-back of Clemson
who is coaching at Simpsonvill6
High School, made a mutual debut
as coaches on Friday, Sept. 18th.
The game was somewhat better than
the score indicates. Pickens High
won 4 5-6.
Charlie's team is well experienced, heavy, and very fast. He has
prospects for a very successful season. Bratton has some inexperienced material with which to work,
but with his long experience as a
star player, it is safe to predict
that he will also have a good team.
The eyes of Clemson are on thesb
two boys. They have our best
wishes for success in their new
work.
Coaoh "Big Ben" Goodale was
the referee.
—R. H. M.

Only
Teams
Which
Have
Played Eight Conference
Games Can Enter

P. C. GAME WILL OPEN
GRID GAME SATURDAY
(Continued from page 1)
just as merely a side-line surmise,
we pick the following as a possible
line-up:
End. Finklea.
Tackle. Roy
Guard. Fleming
Center. Bowles
Guard. Hane
Tackle. Palmer or Davidson.
End. Fewell or Wray.
Quarter. Hendee or Link
Half. Eskew or McGill.
Half. Martin, Price, or Chandler.
Full. Walker.
Officials:
Referee, Stegeman (Chicago).
Umpire, Cunningham (Vanderbilt.)
Linesman, Frost (Citadel).
—W. C. Bl

Major changes in plans for the
1926 annual basketball tournament
of the Southern Conference were
anounced several days ago by Dr. S.
V. Sandford, University of Georgia,
who is chairman of the executive
committee. The tournament will beheld in the auditorium armory in
Atlanta, as last year, but there will
be only four days of play, FebruPeople say that if you feel itchy
ary 26-27 and March 1 and 2. Only
sixteen teams, each of which has thats a sure sign you are going
played at least eight conference to get something.
No that means you already have
games, will be allowed to enter.
it.—From the Pup.
In the event that more than sixteen teams have played the required conference games, the sixteen
with the best records will be chosen place that she should in the conShouldn't the
There are twenty-two colleges and ference, and why?
Tiger
ambitions
lie
In
the direction
universities in the conferences. If
Clemson enters this tourney, as it of our rating in the conference.
should, it means that we must hava Clemson should see that our team
enters this tourney and comes out
a good basketball team, iand musi on
top.
schedule at least eight conference
Our team needs such action and
games.
ambition.
Clemson has never taken
the
There will be secret
football
—W. C. B.
practice on Rigg's Field during the
remainder of this week. Only th6
faculty and students wil be permitted oh the field. The students can
render a great
help
to
Coach
Saunders by cooperating with him
in this move.
This precaution is taken in order
that no outsiders will be able to
Price $1.25
learn the different plays which havt.
been perfected. This policy is used
HAND-BOOKS OF CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS
by all the leading coaches and has
Price $2.00.
proven to V & great help in presenting CHe opposing team from
learning these signals.
Cadets are requested not to talk
of what they see on the field.
—R. H. M.
IN ROOM 167

CRET PRACTICE
HELD FROM NOW ON

RUBBER CHEMISTRY APRONS

-SEE FAUST OR KERSHAW

RICHARDS SHAPES
FROSH GRID TEAM
Coach Cul Richards is making
fast progress with his bunch of
newboys. Every afternoon sees the
rats out for practice good and strong
and with lots of pep
Coach Richards has some good
material out there and is fast making a highly efficient machine oi
the rat candidates. He has somt
crack high school players from all
over South Carolina and from other
states, who come to Clemson highly recommended, some of them
having held all-state titles.
The
rats have only one game scheduled
at Clemson but we advise you to
see that game. Pretty straight dope
says that they are going to give
all their opponents hard scraps and
then run up some scores. Watch
that cub team.
—J. K. A.

SENIOR CLUB PLANS
FIRST HOP OF YEAR
It is only a little over two weeks
until the first dance of the year;
the Senior Dance. Plans are fast
being completed for this hop.
Leroy Simkins, the president of
the club is in tbuch with a number of orchestrajs, but has not as
yet hired one. Everyone man can
count on his gejtting a good one.
He has already | ordered the cards
so they will be j here in plenty of
time.
The list will he started in a few
days and everyojne who Is going
should get his njame on it as soon
as possible so th4 girls may be placed
without delay. Afryone who has not
written to his girl should do so at
once because the dance is to be on
October 9, and ahe must have time
to make her plats.
—J. A. W.
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WEDNESDAY NIGHT has been set as the
zero hour for the Taps subscription drive.

GET YOUR MONEY TOGETHER AND BE
READY TO PAY UP
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This is your book—we only edit it for you.
Previous publications of the TAPS has been delaved because of your
vour tai
tardiness. Don't let this \
layed
happen again.
HELP US—HEL,P YOU

BUY YOUR TAPS
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